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New Era Progressive School 

Korba 

Holiday Home Work 

Class – X 

ENGLISH 

 Letters of(one of every kind) 

 Complaint 

 Order 

 Inquiry 

 Editor 

 

 Questions of Analytical paragraph that are given  

 

Note : To be done in file 

 

 

HINDI 

पोर्टफोलियो लिममटण हतेु कमयट - 

 

 आपके चचेरे भमई िे 'लजम' खोिम ह।ै उसके लिए 25-50 शब्दों में लिज्ञमपि तैयमर कीलजए। 

 आपके दमदम-दमदी तीथट यमत्रम पर जम रह ेहैं। उन्हें िगभग 40 शब्दों में एक शुभकममिम संदेश लिलखए । 

 लिद्यमिय की पलत्रकम में अपिी रचिम छपिमिे के लिए छमत्र संपमदक प्रभमरी को पत्र लिलखए। 

 आपकम भमई परीक्षम में िकि करतम पकडम गयम, लजसके लिए उसे दंलित ककयम गयम। उसे समझमते हुए  

80-100 शब्दों में पत्र लिलखए। 

 

िोर् :-  

 पहिम पेज कदए गए िीलियो के अिुसमर आकर्टक बिमएं। 

 दसूरे पेज में अपिम बमयोिमर्म लिखें।  

 तीसरे पेज स ेकदए गए गृह कमयट को  लिखें। 

 हर प्रश्न अिग पेज (न्य ूपेज) में बिमिम है। 

 समरम कमयट आंतररक मूलयमंकि के अंतगटत जमाँचम जमएगम।  

 कमयट आकर्टक, सृजिमत्मक और प्रस्तुलत योग्य होिम चमलहए । 

 इसके अंक परीक्षम में जोडे जमएंग े। 
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MATHEMATICS 

( SECTION A ) 

1. State Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic. 

2. Find the HCF and LCM of 120,144 and 204 by prime factorization method. 

3. If HCF (306, 1314) = 18, then find LCM (306, 1314). 

4. Explain why 3 x 5 x 7 + 7 is a composite number. 

5. Check whether 12n can end with digit zero? 

6. Is it possible for the HCF and LCM of two numbers to be 18 and 378 respectively? 

7. If HCF of 144 and 180 is expressed in the form 13m – 3, find the value of m. 

8. Find the smallest number divisible by numbers 2 to 9 (both inclusive). 

9. Write the prime factorization of 27300. 

10. Show that 3√7 is an irrational number. 

11. The LCM of two numbers is 14 times of their HCF. The sum of LCM and HCF is 600.If one number is 280, then 

find the other number. 

12. Prove that √5 is an irrational number. Hence show that 3 + 2 √5 is also an irrational number. 

13. Is sum of two irrational numbers always irrational number? Justify your answer. 

14. Find the largest positive integer that divides 125, 162 and 259 leaving remainders 5, 6 and 7 respectively. 

15. The traffic lights at three different road crossing change after every 48 seconds, 72 seconds and 108 seconds 

respectively. If they change simultaneously at 8 a.m., at which time will they change together again? 

16. Prove that 5 - 4 √3 is an irrational number. 

17. Three bells toll at intervals of 12 minutes, 15 minutes and 18 minutes respectively. If they starts tolling 

together, after what time will they next toll together? 

18. The areas of three fields are 165 m2, 195 m2 and 285m2 respectively. From these, flower beds of equal size are 

to be made. If the breadth of each bed be 3m, what will be the maximum length of each bed. 

19. The numbers 525 and 3000 are both divisible only by 3, 5, 15, 25 and 75.What is the HCF (525, 3000)? Justify 

your answer. 

20. The length, breadth and height of a room are 5m 25 cm, 6m 45 cm and 7m 50 cm respectively. Find the length 

of the longest rod that can measure the dimensions of the room exactly. 

21. On comparing the ratios  
𝑎1

𝑎2
, 
𝑏1

𝑏2
 and 

𝑐1

𝑐2
, find out whether the following pair of equations are consistent or 

inconsistent. 

i) 3x + 2y = 5                  ii) 2x - 3y = 5                ii)  
3

2
 x + 

5

3
 y = 7               iv)  

4

3
 x + 2y = 8 

    2x – 3y = 7                      4x – 6y = 9                        9x – 10 y = 14                   2x + 3y = 12 

 

 22. Solve the following system of equations graphically: 

      4x – 5y + 16 = 0 

     2x + y – 6 = 0 

      Determine the vertex of the triangle so formed by the lines representing the above equations and the Y axis. 

23. Draw the graphs of x – y + 1 = 0 and 3x + 2y – 12 = 0. Calculate the area bounded by these lines and X axis. 
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24. Solve the following system of equations by the method of substitution: 

   i) x – y = 0.9,  
11

2(𝑥+𝑦)
 = 1    ii) 

𝑥+1

2
 + 

𝑦−1

3
 = 8,  

𝑥−1

3
 + 

𝑦+1

2
 = 9 

25. If 2x + y = 35 and 3x + 2y = 65, find the value of  
𝑥

𝑦
. 

26. Solve for x and y:  3 – (x – 5 ) = y + 2,  2(x + y) = 4 - 3y 

27. Solve the following system of equations by the method of elimination: 

  i) 4x – 3y – 8 = 0,  6x – y - 
29

3
 = 0     ii) 23x – 17 y + 11 = 0, 31x + 13y – 57 = 0 

28. Determine the value of k for which the following system of equations has no solution: 

      (3k + 1) x + 3y – 2 = 0 

   (k2 + 1 ) x + ( k - 2) y – 5  = 0 

29. Find the values of a and b for which the following system of equations has infinitely many solutions: 

       3x – ( a + 1 ) y = 2b – 1,  5x + (1 – 2a) y = 3b 

30. Find the values of k for which the following system of equations has unique solutions: 

     3x – ky + 6 = 0,  2x + 2y + 2 = 0 

31. If 14x + 15y = 63 and 15x +14y = 53, then find the value of (x+y). 

32. Two straight paths are represented by the equations x – 3y = 2 and -2x + 6y = 5. Check whether the paths cross 

each other or not. 

33. A fraction becomes 9/11, if 2 is added to its numerator and denominator. If 3 is added to both its numerator 

and denominator, it becomes 5/6. Find the fraction. 

34. The sum of numerator and denominator of a fraction is 8. If 3 is added to both the numerator and 

denominator, the fraction becomes 3/4.Find the fraction. 

35. Two years ago, Salim was thrice as old as his daughter and six years later, he will be four years older than twice 

her age. How old are they now? 

36. The ratio of incomes of two persons is 9:7 and the ratio of their expenditures is 4 : 3. If each of them saves Rs. 

200 per month, find their monthly incomes. 

(SECTION B) 

I) MATHS LAB MANUAL ACTIVITY: 

     To verify the conditions of consistency/inconsistency for a pair of linear equations in two variables by graphical       

method. 

II) ART INTEGRATED PROJECT ON CHHATTISGARH AND KERELA (Power Point Presentation). 
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SCIENCE 

PHYSICS:- 
1. Working Model on Optics 

2 Worksheet - Reflection of Light 

 

Q 1. State any four characteristics of the image of an object formed by a plane mirror. 

Q 2. What are the values of (a) angle of incidence, and (b) angle of reflection for normal incidence 

on a plane mirror surface? 

Q 3. Define: (i) Reflection of light (ii) angle of incidence (iii) angle of reflection. 

Q 4. Give the three differences between real image and virtual image. 

Q 5. When two mirrors are placed parallel and facing each other and an object is placed in 

between them, infinite images are formed. Why, then only a few images are actually visible? 

Q 6. What is the relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection? 

Q 7. A girl is standing at a distance of 2meters from a plane mirror. If she moves 1meter 

backward, find the distance between the image and the girl? 

Q 8 

 
Q 9. The angle between the incident ray and the mirror is 30°. What is the angle of incidence? 

What is the angle of reflection?  

What is the total angle turned by the ray of light? 

Q 10. A plane mirror is lying along a straight-line .The angle between incident ray and mirror is 

40°. What will be the angle of reflection? 

Q 11. If Rani stands 5 feet in front of a plane mirror, how far from her will her image be located? 

Q 12. Give three applications of plane mirror. 

Q 13. An object 10 cm high is placed in front of a plane mirror. What is the nature, size and the 

position of the image formed. 

Q 14. Define lateral inversion. 

Q 15. Give four characteristics of an image formed by a plane mirror. 

Q 16. What are the laws of reflection of light? 

Q 17. Define reflection of light. 
 

Spherical mirrors 

Q 1. Why the convex mirror is known as diverging mirror? 

Q 2. Why the concave mirror is known as converging mirror? 

Q 3. Find the focal length of a convex mirror whose radius of curvature is 44 cm. 

Q 4. Why E&T specialists and dentists use the head mirror? 

Q 5. A strip of glass is cut from a hollow sphere and is silvered from inside, such that the reflecting 

surface appears on the outer side. What type of mirror is it? 

Q 6. What is the radius of curvature of a spherical mirror whose focal length is -0.5 cm? Also name 

the type of mirror. 

Q 7. A man is standing in front of a special mirror finds his image having a very small head, a fat 

body and legs of normal size. What are the shapes of the three parts of the special mirror? 

Q 8. How will you differentiate between a plane, concave and convex mirror without touching 

them? 
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Q 9.Why the convex mirror is used as rear view mirror? 

Q 10. Give three differences between concave and convex mirror. 

Q 11. Write the two use of convex mirror. 

Q 12. Write the two use of concave mirror. 

Q 13. Define the following:  i. Centre of curvature ; ii. Pole of the mirror ; iii. Radius of curvature. 

Q 14. What is a spherical mirror? What are its two types? 

Q 15. Do the laws of reflection change, when we use a spherical mirror instead of a plane mirror? 
Reflection by spherical mirror 

Q 1. An object is placed between infinity and the pole of a convex mirror. Draw a ray diagram and 

also state the position, the relative size and the nature of the image formed. 

Q 3 

 
Q 4 

 
Q 5. Complete the following ray diagrams:  

 

 
Q 6. Draw the ray diagram representing the image formation in convex mirror if the object is at 

infinity. Also write the characteristics of image. 

Q 7. Draw ray diagrams to show the image formation by a concave mirror, when it is placed (i) 

beyond C (ii) at C 

Q 8. Draw a ray diagram to show the image formation by a convex mirror when the object is 

placed anywhere between the pole and infinity 

Q 9. Draw ray diagrams to show the formation of image of an object by a concave mirror, when it 

is placed (i) between its centre of curvature and focus (ii) between pole of mirror and its focus. 

Q 10. Complete the following ray diagrams: 

 
Q 11. Where will the image form if the object is placed at the centre of curvature in front of 

concave mirror? Also state the nature of the image. 

Q 12. Where will the image form by the concave mirror, if the object is placed (i) between focus 

and centre of curvature (ii) at principal focus (iii) between the pole and the principal focus. 

Q 13. What will be the path of ray of light after reflection, when it is incident on (a) focus and (b) 

centre of curvature of the mirror? 

Q 14. Name a mirror that can give an erect and enlarged image of an object. 

Q 15. To see a full length image of a tall building, which type of mirror would you prefer to use? 

Q 16. State the characteristics of images formed in case of convex mirror. 

Q 17. State the two characteristics of image formed in case of concave mirror in the following 

instances: 1. Object placed between pole and focus. 2. Object placed beyond C. 

Q 18. What could be the position of the object if the image formed by a concave mirror is 

observed to be virtual, erect and larger than the object? 

Q 19. Discuss the position and nature of the image formed by a concave mirror when the object is 

moved from infinity towards the pole of the mirror. 
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CHEMISTRY:- 
 Solve these chemical equations in your chemistry notebook. 

 
 

 Art integrated project Chemistry of life 

 Prepare a ppt on, an elemental composition (with its function) of human body. 

 
 

BIOLOGY:- 
Art integrated project  

Compare major health issues found among adolescents of Chhattisgarh and Kerala. Prepare a 

review on it.  (Prepare ppt or file) 

OR 

'Hidden Hunger' is Pushing Kids out of Schools. What are the steps taken by Chhattisgarh 

and Kerala administration to overcome this situation? (ppt) 

2. Biology 

1. Prepare a chart on toxicity of vitamins and minerals.(chart paper) 

OR 

Prepare a Poster on RAINBOW OF HEALTHY FOOD and its benefits to our body.(chart paper). 

OR 

“Food wastage at household and social gatherings” is a major issue in India. What will be the 

measures taken by you to avoid the food wastage? (Prepare ppt ) 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 

CONSUMER AWARENESS 

 Write about COPRA(Consumer Protection Act) And stick the logos of standardization 

and mention where it is used. 

Note- 

 Prepare your project in A-4 size paper. 

 You can take a print of logos and then stick in your file. 

 

ART INTEGRATED PROJECT:-  

Compare the  area and districts , boundaries , Government and politics, capital and 

language , cuisine (food) , music and dance forms  of Chhattisgarh and Kerala 
 

 

 

SANSKRIT 

FILE WORK 

प्रथम पेज - िमम , कक्षम, सेक्सि 

लितीय पेज  - अपिम पूरम पररचय (संस्कृत में)  

तृतीय पेज - ’’कलि कमलिदमस’’ पर अिुच्छेद 

चतुथट पेज -  अपिे लिद्यमिय कम िणटि करते हुए लमत्र को पत्र लिखें।  

      (संस्कृत में) 

पंचम पेज -  िमच्य कम िणटि करें।  


